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2021 SAS SCHOLARSHIP RECOGNITION STUDENT PANEL MEMBERS
ASSATA DAVIS- CLASS OF 2021
Major: Political Science

Double Minor: Spanish; Arabic

Hometown: Roswell, GA

Assata is a senior at Rutgers University who uses her love of creativity,
languages, and communication to effect positive social change. As a legal intern
to Judge Hatchett, she spent time advocating for the Preventing Maternal
Deaths Act of 2018, and had the opportunity to research and speech-write on
cases of police misconduct. As a DEI advocate at Rutgers, Assata works directly
with administrators through her organization True Inclusion to implement more
equitable admissions, develop a new curriculum, and foster a more inclusive
environment for students of color. Currently, she works as a communications
intern at the National Network for Immigrant & Refugee Rights.

JIHUN JOO- CLASS OF 2021
Major: Computer Science

Minor: Psychology Hometown: Fort Lee, NJ
During his time at Rutgers, Jihun has held study sessions to help his classmates
in need. Outside of class, he is heavily involved with the Rutgers Bowling Club,
serving as the Treasurer. Currently, Jihun is building a small game with a group
of friends as the main tech developer. After graduating, he plans to work as a
full-time software engineer then possibly look into graduate school once he is
financially stable. Jihun's other side interests are learning foreign languages
and music performance.

LUNA LALIBERTE- CLASS OF 2021
Major: Communication Double Minor: Creative Writing; Education

Hometown: Camden, NJ

Luna is an undergrad student by day and a writer by night. She regularly
attends the Rutgers Creative Writing Club to give back to the organization that
furthered her writing career. She spends her free time editing videos, reading
young adult fiction, and pursuing research on improving online classes using
instructional design. Sometimes, when the stars align just right, she gets to
travel and visit some of the lesser known, but equally magical, wonders of the
world. Right now, Luna is working on developing guidelines for remote learning,
should the need arise in the future once more.
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JULIEN ROSENBLOOM- CLASS OF 2021
Major: Political Science

Minor: Philosophy, Politics, and Economics (PPE)

Hometown: High Bridge, NJ

During his time on campus, Julien has conducted research on economics and
public policy as a Lloyd C. Gardner Fellow in Social Policy and a Ralph W.
Voorhees Fellow in Public Service, studied American politics as an Eagleton
Institute of Politics Undergraduate Associate, and interned in Washington, DC
as a recipient of the Rutgers-Eagleton Washington Internship Award.
Extracurricularly, Julien has held leadership positions with the Rutgers
University Student Assembly, Rutgers Consulting Group, the Institute for
Domestic and International Affairs, and the Center for Youth Political
Participation. Off-campus, he has held internships with Rutgers’ Office of
Federal Relations, New Jersey’s Treasury Department, and a strategy consulting firm, and has led social
sector consulting work at JUV Consulting. Graduating with Phi Beta Kappa and Pi Sigma Alpha honors, Julien
will move to China this summer to obtain a Master’s Degree in Global Affairs from Tsinghua University as a
Schwarzman Scholar and hopes to eventually obtain a JD and work in domestic policy.

JOSHUA SNYDER-CLASS OF 2021
Major: Psychology Minor: Business Administration

Hometown: Cherry Hill, NJ

Joshua's experience at Rutgers has been incredibly unique, as it involves a great
deal of time outside of the classroom. While being the President of the Rutgers
Juggling Club, Captain of the Mascot Squad, Executive Board member of Alpha
Epsilon Pi Fraternity, Campus Ambassador for Rutgers Jewish Xperience,
Research Assistant for the RAMP Lab, and Peer Mentor for the College Support
Program, Joshua has made lifelong memories that he will cherish forever.
These activities all influenced his journey towards pursuing a doctorate of
psychology next year. He plans to one day be a child and adolescent
psychologist. Rutgers has taught him how to be the best version of himself.

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL THE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS AND BEST WISHES TO THE CLASS OF 2021!

TO OUR RUTGERS FAMILY
As the Executive Dean of the School of Arts and Sciences, I am delighted to welcome you to the 13th annual
School of Arts and Sciences Scholarship Recognition celebration. This event is always a special opportunity to
celebrate our students' accomplishments and our donors' dedication and generosity.
To our students: We are all proud of you and your academic achievements. You have shown inspiring
commitment to pursuing excellence in higher education. We congratulate you and wish you great success at
Rutgers and beyond.
And to our donors: We are deeply grateful that you continue to invest in our students and Rutgers. Our
shared commitment allows Rutgers to place a world-class education within reach of bright, deserving
students, regardless of their financial circumstances.

This year, I want to say: I have always been proud of our students. Yet, as we celebrate from afar we
recognize anew their resilience in the face of a global crisis has been nothing short of inspiring. Our
schoolwide community—students, alumni and friends, faculty, and staff—have demonstrated perseverance,
persistence, and creativity as they met the challenges that accompanied the pandemic and remote learning,
teaching, and working.
Together we have helped keep the dream of a Rutgers degree possible.
Until we can see each other in person, I send you and your family my very best wishes.

With warm regards,

Peter March
Executive Dean, School of Arts and Sciences

The mission of the Rutgers School of Arts and Sciences is to serve the State of New Jersey through teaching
and research that extend the boundaries of human knowledge and improve the quality of human life.
For further information on how to support students at Rutgers, please contact:
Lytisha “Tee” Williams
Associate Vice President for Advancement
School of Arts and Sciences
Rutgers University–New Brunswick
lwilliams@sas.rutgers.edu
848-932-6453

